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News, Trends, And Short Takes
XM Radio To Launch Channel Dedicated

To The 2008 Presidential Election

U.S. broadcaster XM Satellite Radio announced it would
launch a new radio channel dedicated to the 2008 presidential
election, marking the first time that a U.S. national radio chan-
nel has been devoted to a presidential campaign. The 24 -hour,
commercial -free channel, created in association with C -SPAN
and other media outlets, will be called "POTUS '08." The chan-
nel's name comes from the Secret Service code name for the
President of the United States.

The channel will be "free to air" on XM, meaning that it will
be broadcast free to all XM radio receivers. If a consumer has
an XM radio but opts not to subscribe to XM, the consumer can
still listen to the presidential election channel.

The presidential election channel will feature news updates,
candidate interviews, complete speeches, debate coverage, lat-
est polling results, fundraising status, and live call -in shows. The
channel will provide free airtime for presidential candidates to
speak to voters. Non-traditional media outlets, such as bloggers
and podcasters, will provide content for the channel. It will also
air archival audio of historic moments from past campaigns.
Additional content will be announced prior to launch.

XM will preview the channel in June 2007 with live XM
original coverage and a re -broadcast of candidate debates host-
ed by CNN. The channel will formally launch in September
2007 and air through November 2008. It will be located at XM
Channel 130.

DirecTV Considers Internet Via Power Lines
=1113k.

DirecTV is considering offering broadband Internet service
via power lines next year, with the company mulling a wide-
scale test in a major U.S. city. The satellite provider is one of
several talking to power line Internet equipment manufacturers
about offering high-speed Internet services. A test to see if such
a service is feasible would occur in a "top 50" city and would
have a coverage area of at least half the city.

Ethiopian Rebel Group Launches
New Radio Station

The Ethiopian People's Patriotic front EPPF) launched a
weekly radio program on June 7, 2007. The program, The Voice
of Patriots," broadcasts to Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa every
Thursday from 16 to 17 UTC local time. It can be heard on
15260 kHz.

Cuban Government Prevents Distribution
Of Radios By RNW

The Cuban government has prevented the distribution of
shortwave radios that had been intended for Cuban listeners of
Radio Netherlands Worldwide (RNW). RNW has a large audi-
ence in Cuba, and the radios were to be offered as prizes for
winners of a January 2007 story competition, in partnership with
Radio Canada International, in which listeners were asked to
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write about their country. The poor economic circumstances
mean that many Cubans do not have radios, and sets that can
receive foreign stations are difficult to get. A total of 945 entries
were received, and 500 radios were to be distributed among the
most talented authors.

According to Jose Zepeda, Head of the Latin American
Department at RNW, the Cuban authorities fear that the distri-
bution of the radios will directly benefit the Americans. They
believe that President Bush is carrying out a campaign of dis-
information to destabilize the country, and that the United States
would welcome the distribution of world receivers for that pur-
pose. But RNW stresses that there is no connection between this
writing competition and U.S. government policy.

HCJB Changes DRM Test Frequency
To Europe/NA

HCJB in Ecuador has changed the frequency of its DRM tests
beamed to Europe at 0400 to 0630 UTC. Due to interference,
9815 kHz has replaced 9870 kHz. The same frequency, 9815
kHz, is now also being used for the DRM transmission to North
America at 0100 to 0400 UTC instead of 9915 kHz.

Zimbabwe Radio Station Begins
Test Transmissions

MIN

1 he new radio station 'voice of Zimbabwe has started a test
run, which will continue for a few weeks before the station's
programming is launched. Speaking to Zimbabwe Broadcasting
Corporation News the station's general manager, Happison
Muchechetere, said the Voice of Zimbabwe would be heard on
5975 kHz from 0530 to 1630 UTC. It would also be available
on 4828 kHz. He also said the station's programming would
include news, music, sports, Zimbabwe's cultural heritage,
political and economic debates. Muchechetere said the station
would cater to all Zimbabweans, within the country and abroad.

Swedish Radio Station Silenced
By Fly Invasion

A radio station in Ystad, southern Sweden, was forced off
the air for three hours following an unexpected fly invasion.
The problem arose after thousands of freshly hatched insects
caused Radio Active's broadcasting equipment to malfunction,
according to a report in The Local, an English -language
Swedish newspaper.

Staff at the small rock music station discovered too late that
a swarm of flies had laid eggs inside the equipment stored in a
separate shed beside the studio. When station manager Andreas
Narsell opened the door he found the shed full of flies, both liv-
ing and dead. "Thousands, maybe even tens of thousands of
black flies came flying out. The whole thing felt like a Hitchcock
film," he told the newspaper. The station had to remain off the
air for three hours while new equipment was installed. "We have
a new slogan now: '50,000 flies can't be wrong-choose Radio
Active,- said Narsell.
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